
Takahashi et al.’s results are better explained 
by assuming that OFC encodes complex 
state representations (model 3) than by 
assuming that OFC directly encodes 
expected values (models 1,2). 
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Introduction Model 1: OFC is the critic (rather than VS) 

Model 2: OFC and VS are competing critics 

Model 3: OFC builds task representation, VS is the critic  

Prediction error at reward Orbitofrontal cortex (OFC) and ventral striatum (VS) 
have been implicated in signalling reward 
expectancies, but their exact roles are unknown. 

We compare predictions from three different 
reinforcement learning models to experimental results 
from Takahashi et al. (presented in the next poster) 
towards delineating their specific roles.  

Conclusions 

The task and representation 
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Prediction error at odor 

Results 
Description 
• Traditional ‘actor-critic’ framework  
• OFC as critic, encodes state values 
• OFC lesion removes value from prediction error and so 

rewards are never predicted 
• In this model VS does not contribute to prediction error 

Description 
• OFC constructs elaborate state 

representation that feeds into VS and 
enhances learning  

• OFC lesion changes state representation 
to a simpler, stimulus-bound one  

• VS lesion removes critic 

Learning in the (VS) critic 
•  Prediction error: 
•  Eligibility trace: 
•  Value update: 

! = r + "V (S!)! V (S)

V (S)! V (S) + !e(S)"
e(S)

Description 
• OFC and VS are both critics. Both encode state 

values 
• OFC has high learning rate, VS low learning rate 
• OFC or VS lesion leaves other critic intact 

Learning in the two critics 
•  Composite prediction error: 

•  Two eligibility traces: 
•  Value update in OFC: 
•  Value update in VS: 

! = r + "(V1(S!) + V2(S!))! (V1(S) + V2(S))

V1(S)! V1(S) + !1e1(S)"
V2(S)! V2(S) + !2e2(S)"

e1(S), e2(S)

Control OFC Lesion 

The actor 
•  Same for all models 
•  Choice probability (on free trials only) 

•  Actor learns preferences according to 

p(right) =
exp(!Mright)

exp(!Mright) + exp(!Mleft)
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Learning in the (OFC) critic 
•  Prediction error: 
•  Eligibility trace: 

•  Value update: 

! = r + "V (S!)! V (S)

V (S)! V (S) + !e(S)"
e(S!)! !e(S!) for S! "= S
e(S) = 1 + !e(S)


